Nothing new under the Sun…
Dr. Mitra Makbuleh

I read with great interest the perceptive article “Bad for the Jews,”
written by Eric Alterman. I hope you all take the time to read it as
well.

http://www.thenation.com/doc/20080107/alterman
There is nothing new under the Sun… Jewish neo-cons not only do
not present anything new under the Sun, they also do not
represent the true spirit of Judaism. Their ideology is based on the
perversion of the Judaic spiritual path. Same goes for non-Jewish
neo-conservatives. Theirs is an egomaniacal ideology pure and
simple. Just as they used false information to get us into the war in
Iraq, they will use any misinformation and half-truth to get us to
subscribe to their warped and destructive view of Reality.
There are several authentic universal truths that have been put
forth for our consideration for thousands of years. These sound
spiritual truths are at the base of the teachings of every decent
mystical teacher and true Prophet the world has ever seen.
However, sooner or later every teaching falls into the hands of
power mongering rascals who hide behind them to accomplish
their egotistical goals. Fortunately, as history is witness, they
never succeed in the end. So it is with the neo-cons’ fascist
ideology… there is nothing new about it at all and like all the
others it will eventually destroy itself. To help this process along,
those who know what’s going on must do the following:
1. Make sure their own motivations are pure and for the good
of ALL! (This is the most important part!)

2. Stop dealing in anti-Semitic/anti-Masonic diatribe and just
pinpoint these rascals and reveal their shenanigans without
blaming any particular group.
3. Come up with a viable alternative for how our world should
be run in this day and age in order to maximize human
creativity and minimize human destructiveness and save the
Planet.
Let’s get to Work, shall we?!

